
08042: "a fable with a water snake certainly inspired by the time with august on 

the swedish beach from which the story evolves to then get completely on the 

desert most likely influenced by all the middle east conflict with some sexual 

spice into it probably now added from my relationship with myrthe and all the love 

we make and much of a biblical middle point event going through the most relevant 

world religions throughout the fable"

03059: "still attempting to also keep track of the songs spontaneously coming to my 

head but then let go to this tricky and disturbing attempt and goign back to 

exclusively registering the songs heard from the environment particularly while in 

the states at supermarkets mostly and then back in sweden at the university gym 

but also with little august and myrthe around for some weekends here but also 

visiting  the  latter  in  utrecht  and  hearing  again  songs  from  her  and  the 

environment like restaurants and supermarkets"

10054:  "again  traveling  to  russia  this  time  by  boat  and  landing  in  saint 

petersurg for the first time and like a gogol character or turgenev wondering the 

city rather than the country and meeting a bit of characters like a guy selling 

hats and a too soft canadian couple to then go back to sweden and meet at last two 

really cool young swedes to which i sold my office chair as i have been in the 

phase of divorcing from my wife and needed money and really discovering how cool 

certain peple in sweden can also be like a guy making digital art and another who 

has lived as a street musicians but both ending up doing standard jobs and so also 

meeting a more pretentious greek swedish artist but kind of experienced with some 

new york living in the background and some theory to distinguish him from the 

standard educated swedish artists like an old woman i met at a far away opening 

who is up to cheramic making and really had a bad breath till at last meeting the 

colombian cousin of ivan at a small party"

03060: "very much in utrecht in the attic of my girlfriend myrthe listening a bit 

to her favorite songs like an american little known band but also hearing quite 

much the music played out in the city like for instance by the big belfry of the 

cathedral that started paying for more than an hour pop italian songs or on the 

streets from choirs and old music machines but also music heard on a trip with 

myrthe to madrid"

11080: "still some trash picked in the states and particularly during my time in 

new york with much fliers got around time square and broadway despite the rain but 

at last also starting to pick trash in the netherlands with the complicity of 

myrthe who actually became my carrier during our urban explorations and i place 

the picked trash on a side pocket of her backpack"

11081: "trash picked with myrthe on our trip to madrid and also in the city of 

toledo to then pick trash while walking with jacek in stockholm who also was 

photographing trash on our way to the midsummer celebration in town and later 

again in the netherlands picking more trash walking both alone and with myrthe and



jason finding several nice stickers"

11082: "with myrthe once again back in the netherlands now picking trash also on 

our trip to antwerp where much coffee and bar related things were found on the 

large sidewalks and also back in utrcht some arabic and fruit vendor related trash 

on the road to her brother where allot of muslims live"

11082: "in the netherlands again picking trash from the street during short walks 

with myrthe but then also leaving for a summer school in norther england and 

walking quite allot from the campus finding quite much trash in the destitued 

neighborhoods  surrounding  the  city  of  coventry  and  finally  picking  trash  in 

admesterdam mostly around the train station while walking with lovely myrthe"

01115: "a month started in the netherlands where i have worked hard on my Website 

making the entire archive available on the internet but also now got quite into 

cooking at myrth's place and doing the dishes or having to spray deodorant or 

turning on a perfume candle when using the bathroom we share with her roommate but 

beside also traveling with myrthe doing quite a few biking excursions and picnics 

with filming with cameras and typing ideas on my phone and one day even feeding 

her little nephew as i used to do with august to then later attend a summer school 

in england and don't much then seating and listening but still trying to work o my 

Website and wake up really early to do some filming about my documentation methods 

while exploring the surrounding and using several utensils for the buffet at 

breakfast and in the evening to then go back shortly to utrecht and pickup august 

in sweden to go at the lignano sea side in north east italy where i started using 

heavily sun lotions and after sun and shampoos and had many keys to use to open 

both my place and my mother's place and cellar and still doing some filming and 

picnicing on the beach as myrthe also came over and the usual beach related 

activities with children toys and my little nephew anna with whom i dug holes 

together with august being however a bit afraid of the water for my camera and at 

last turning back home and resuming the work on my apartment with the dividing 

wall now that myrthe is soon to come over i might get a new roommate for some time 

to help jacek"

06028: "running done now with a global positioning system wat5ch i got in the 

states this to avoid sunning always in a circle as i used to but try to run out 

and see the distance to then memorize the time based on that and with this running 

along the river charles in cambridge with allot of other runners and a nice 

temperature and also back home doing even over eighteen laps than the usual twelve 

i do each time but then going on holiday first to myrthe in holland and then to 

the beach and not really running there but doing other physical exercises and 

really started running once back in my stockholm suburb apartment and this time 

switching to my previous watch to run in a circle instead and don't get all the 

magnetic field of the previous watch which also took me to irregular ground to 

compare the laps but having to buy a new cheap chronometer watch after damaging 

the former with the rain and nonetheless doing good results and having no knee



problems now that i am also enforcing my leg muscles with biking"

12072: "aside again for the many dying in muslims countries both in the troubled 

post revolution middle east and africa again the curse of derailing train like in 

spain which i read about on my parents newspaper not really having any good 

internet connection  and  having to  go down  to the beach on  a  site with  free 

wireless to update myself other than that at last reading all the news from my 

very  apartment  which  finally  got  a  wireless  connection  since  it  was  already 

included in the rent"

14073: "still quite sexually frustrated and getting a few more ideas in that 

respect but then transiting to a new life alone and this time feeling much boredom 

having to seat at seminars and doing much readings for my doctorate studies and 

reducing my ideas this way other than in the evening at supermarkets or going out 

using much of the commuter train and also finally some boat riding across the 

baltic with some ideas got there in the different post soviet cities"

11_074: "being now completely independent and separated from my wife but still 

having to trouble doing courses and readings for the university getting a bit dry 

with my imagination until traveling first to danmark for a small conference 

getting ideas around the city and then in italy where an avalanche accident has 

somewhat affected me"

14075: "flying back and forth in europe with many ideas around planes and finally 

in kracow with quite some pollution in the air and all the life i experienced 

taking trams and wondering around getting ideas looking at monks and also while 

being at the dentist to then go back to sweden commuting back and forth through 

the city and getting a bit of ideas in the metro"

15041: "rather clean air back in sweden with always buses and small traffic in 

front of my apartment whose windows are open because of the summer and also due to 

the much renovation work I did using paint and other a bit chemical smelly stuff 

and  much  traffic  at  time  encountered  in  the  stockholm  city  center  which  is 

completely under renovation till at last getting to italy and inhaling a bit of 

the airport pollution but mostly in my native village of asiago getting quite 

congested due to the ferragosto holiday week and being myself with august and 

myrthe quite exposed to it driving with my mother's car otherwise breathing the 

super clean mountain air having to go quite high"

04041: "feeeling not really at my best going to the sea side in italy with my kid 

and being quite down in mood from the beginning but then recovering very well also 

with myrthe and have a nice time all together to then move back to sweden and just 

getting myself really busy in the peak of the summer and having myrthe home 

spending some pleasent moments despite the rain catching up with our moods and 

having to readjust again going to my native village in the alps with august 

surprisingly negative about all the walks feeling a bit disappointed that i could 

not  give  the  best  of  my  natural  heritage  both  to  him  my  son  and  myrthe  my



girlfriend with whom i might have had expectations to spend more time here in the

future  but  finally  also  here  readjusting  quite  well  after  a  beautiful  day

rollerblading all the family in the beautiful valley along the brenta river and

experience catharsis in the night of ferragosto dancing with both myrthe and

august in a mountain town square before departing again from my love and my

mountains"


